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 When my mom was just 22 years old, she lost her mother to breast cancer. Although I 

have inquired about who my grandmother was, it is usually a sensitive area for her to discuss. 

The information I do learn, however, I find very valuable. Before leaving this Earth, my 

grandmother managed to create beautiful paintings that expressed her sweet, simple nature. Even 

though I have never had the opportunity to meet her in this lifetime, I have grown up in houses 

filled with her artwork and have felt her essence emanate from her paintings. Being an amateur 

artist myself, I would like to believe I have inherited her artistic genes and love for art, and feel 

that her talent has influenced me to carry on this tradition. 

 Last semester I enrolled in a painting class, excited to see what a college course would 

have in store for me. Although some people may not be able to handle a four hour block of time 

reserved solely for painting, I found myself indulging into my creative realm, free from logistics 

and guidelines. The instructor, naturally an artistic genius, assigned us several paintings to be 

completed by the end of the semester. I thoroughly enjoyed every piece, but specifically favored 

the assignment of painting a portrait of somebody of our own choosing. Initially, I thought about 

painting Bob Marley—one of my favorite musicians—but decided against this for a very 

important reason: Christmas. Being an unemployed college student, I did not have excess money 

to spend on my family for Christmas gifts, and Christmas being my favorite holiday, eliminating 
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gift-giving was not an option for me. In order to provide a present for my sister Lauren, I chose 

to paint somebody she would want to hang on a wall in her Los Angeles apartment.  

 Exhibited on that wall is a coffee-colored frame surrounding a pale, expressionless face 

of a woman whose complexion glimmers in contrast with a dark grey background. A subtle 

shadow gently casts over one side of her face, illuminating her features. Her eyes, dark and 

dramatic, encompass light olive irises which pierce through the canvas, meeting your gaze. 

Arched above these round owl-eyes lay thick golden eyebrows, beautifully shaping her round, 

rosy-cheeked face. Her lips, full and slightly parted, rest between her nose and cleft-chin, adding 

color to match her cheekbones. Golden, oval-shaped earrings hang from her ears, one lobe 

exposed while the other is hidden by hair. Rich red-orange fabric covers her shoulders, attached 

to a golden collar hugging her neck while simultaneously casting a shadow upon her neckline. 

Crowning her head is a golden mound of hair, draping auburn and brown strands down over her 

shoulder. This undeniably beautiful woman, with an even more beautiful soul, responds to the 

name ‘Adele’.   

 Adele Laurie Blue Adkins, commonly known as Adele, is a widely popular English 

singer and song-writer who recently took home six Grammy Awards in addition to earning ‘Best 

Album of the Year’. She graduated from BRIT School for Performing Arts & Technology and 

was first discovered in 2006 when her demo was posted by a friend on MySpace, a highly 

accessible social-networking site (Certified Awards Search). Her first album “19”—named 

simply because she was age 19 at the time—was released in 2008, with an even more successful 

album following in 2011 titled “21” (also named after her age). This second album was so 

successful, in fact, that she earned “numerous mentions in the Guinness Book Of World Records. 

She is the first artist to sell more than 3 million copies of an album in a year in the UK,” (Adele, 
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Lady Gaga, Justin Bieber Land New Guinness Records). In the midst of her achievements, Adele 

is humbly grateful for her education and success and “credits the school [BRIT School for 

Performing Arts & Technology] with nurturing her talent” (Blogcritics Music).  

 Perhaps her success was so great that it had rubbed off on my canvas, for when I entered 

this painting in the Bobcat Art Show earlier this year; I took first place in the 2D category for a 

“Best Artist Award”. Her work ethic and determination may have fueled the creation behind this 

piece, but her soulful demeanor is what influenced me to paint her portrait in the first place. 

Roughly 20 to 30 hours were spent on this piece, all the while with the anticipation of giving the 

finished product to Lauren. Not only is she a big fan of Adele, but she is also a professional 

singer herself; always encouraging me to pursue my artistic interests. The excitement over my 

artwork on Christmas day was well worth my energy and precision. Each stroke, dab, and splash 

was met with my sister’s joy and my own gratitude of receiving recognition. I would like to think 

my grandmother would be proud to know I am pursuing art. After all, I have her to thank for any 

artistic skills I have.  
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Reflection: 

 I chose this topic—“detailed analysis of one particular object of art”—because I thought 

it would be more interesting to switch up my writing strategy from the usual conventional 

technique to more freely-expressed writing. Initially, I planned on analyzing one of my 

grandmother’s paintings, and even taught my technologically-challenged mother how to take a 

picture of it and send it to my phone. However, I could not come up with 1,000+/- words to 

discuss the piece and motives behind its creation, so I resorted to describing one of my own. I 

still managed to connect my original idea with my end result, but I am not sure if my final draft 

is as well-structured as I would have liked it to be. Instead of typical topic sentences and theses, I 

introduced my grandmother and her influence on me as an attention-grabbing method, and then 

continued to elaborate on my own work including background information about the subject in 

my painting.  


